
Product review

Boye 
dendritic 
cobalt 
Knife

Every sailor should carry a knife at all times, yet so many are complacent 
and end up believing that the responsibility for having a knife easily 
accessible lies with the skipper or boat owner. 

I think some people believe that if you buy a cheap sailing knife it will 
be just that, cheap - generally blunt and hardly worth having.

A recent feature on sailing knives caught my attention as it stated quite 
categorically that the best sailing knives available are those made by Boye. 
I checked them out on the Internet and found that they are not represented 
in this country, but that they do send product here when specifically 
ordered.

A modern boat knife has to be able to cut tough aramid sheets and 
halyards like butter. Few knives will do that even when new. This knife 
WILL cut Kevlar and Spectra.

Boye knives have what they call ‘extreme cutting and edge holding’. 
They will not rust nor affect a compass or sensitive electronics because 
of their low magnetic signature due to the new cobalt-carbide metallurgy 
technology. This gives radical edge holding; it never rusts in seawater, is 
compass safe and easily sharpened on an ordinary whetstone.

There are various models and types available, but the one depicted 
here is ‘feature-full’! As mentioned, the blade is made of Dendritic cobalt 
and is hand-ground to a very fine edge, aided by the carbide structures 
which strengthen the edge and create micro-serrations which radically 
boost cutting performance.

The scalloped serrations cut clean and sharpen quickly. A thumb hole 
makes for a smooth either-hand opening and closing. A stainless screw pin 
allows blade adjustment and removal. A cobalt thumb release is recessed 
for safety. The handle grip is made of strong fibreglass reinforced nylon 
making it comfortable and non-slip. There is also a stainless lanyard tubing 
and loop.

The blade is available in 76 and 100mm options and has a ‘scrape-
edge’ on the spine as many people do use the knife as a scraper.

Most important, this knife is feather light, weighing in at about 64 
grams.

These knives are made by David Boye, a master knife-maker 
who wrote a book on the subject. Published in 1976, ‘Step by Step 
Knifemaking’ has sold over 200,000 copies.

If you want a sharp sailing knife for life, you seriously need to consider 
one from Boye Boat Knives (www.boyeknives.com)   •
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